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Key Points:
• The whole Himalayan arc is locked
to roughly 100 km width, with no
resolvable aseismic patches
• GPS and geomorphic shortening rates
are comparable, indicating an elastic
geodetic surface strain
• The moment deﬁcit builds up at a
rate of 15.1 ± 1 × 1019 Nm/yr for the
entire arc
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along the entire Himalayan arc based on a compilation of geodetic, interferometric synthetic aperture radar,
and microseismicity data. We show that convergence is perpendicular to the arc and increases eastwards
from 13.3 ± 1.7 mm/yr to 21.2 ± 2.0 mm/yr. These rates are comparable to geological and geomorphic
estimates, indicating an essentially elastic geodetic surface strain. The interseismic uplift rate predicted
from the coupling model closely mimics the topography, suggesting that a small percentage of the
interseismic strain is permanent. We ﬁnd that the fault is fully locked along its complete length over about
100 km width. We don’t ﬁnd any resolvable aseismic barrier that could aﬀect the seismic segmentation of
the arc and limit the along-strike propagation of seismic ruptures. The moment deﬁcit builds up at a rate of
15.1 ± 1 × 1019 N m/yr for the entire length of the Himalaya.
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There is now a relatively good coverage of GPS measurements of surface displacements spanning the
Himalayan arc (Figures 1 and S1 in the supporting information). These data indicate that the Himalaya accommodates about half of the 40 mm/yr convergence rate between India and Eurasia as some earlier studies have
shown [e.g., Bilham et al., 1997; Larson et al., 1999; Jouanne et al., 2004]. The high strain rate is consistent with
the high seismic hazard associated with the range. The Himalayan range has indeed produced a number of
deadly earthquakes recently (e.g., Mw 7.8 Nepal 2015, Mw 6.9 Sikkim 2011, and Mw 7.6 Kashmir 2005) and has
been known for even larger historical earthquakes of magnitude more than 8 (e.g., the Mw 8.5 [Assam 1950
Chen and Molnar, 1990] and the Mw 8.2 1934 Nepal-Bihar earthquakes [Sapkota et al., 2013]), indicating that a
fraction of the geodetic strain rate is elastic strain, which is ultimately released by earthquakes.
A primary objective of this study is to assess how much of the geodetic strain is actually elastic and to quantify the current rate of moment deﬁcit accumulation along the Himalaya. This quantity is of importance as
it sets the seismic hazard level [Bilham et al., 2001]. We also aim to assess if this pattern is spatially stationary through time in the interseismic period, or whether it can vary signiﬁcantly. To answer these questions,
we adopt the same methodology as Ader et al. [2012], who focused on the Nepal Himalaya, but consider the
entire Himalayan range based on a regional compilation of recent GPS, interferometric synthetic aperture
radar (InSAR), and microseismicity data. As a starting point we assume that as demonstrated for the Himalaya
of central Nepal, the long-term shortening rate across the range is entirely taken up by slip along the Main
Himalayan Thrust (MHT) fault, the basal fault along which the Himlayan wedge is thrust over the Indian crust
[e.g., Cattin and Avouac, 2000]. The geodetic data can then be used to determine both the long-term slip rate
on the fault and the pattern of interseismic coupling. Interseismic coupling is deﬁned as the ratio of interseismic deﬁcit of slip rate to long-term slip rate (1 if the fault is fully locked and 0 if it is creeping at the long-term
slip rate). The pattern of interseismic coupling can reveal locked patches where future earthquakes might
occur, or aseismic barriers that can arrest earthquake ruptures, and allows us to calculate the rate of accumulation of moment deﬁcit [Chlieh et al., 2008; Moreno et al., 2011; Avouac, 2015]. Hereafter, we ﬁrst describe the
data set and the method used. We next discuss the modeling results and implications.

2. Data
©2015. American Geophysical Union.
All Rights Reserved.
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2.1. GPS
There has been a considerable amount of new GPS data from the Himalayan arc area published during the
past few years. Coverage is irregular but now extends all the way along the Himalayan arc. We compiled the
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Figure 1. Coupling model and ﬁt to the horizontal GPS data. The interseismic coupling is shown as shades of red. A coupling value of 1 means the area is fully
locked, while a value of 0 means fully creeping. The green and black arrows and ellipses show the continuous and campaign GPS velocities (in the ﬁxed-Indian
reference frame of Ader et al. [2012]), with their error bars, respectively. The blue arrows are the modeled velocities, which ﬁt with the coupling shown. The large
red arrows show the long-term velocities in each region. The dashed black lines show the separation of the regions, within which the long-term velocity for that
region is calculated, as shown by the large red arrows. The solid black lines, labeled at 10 km intervals, show the depth contours of the fault plane. The labels
INDIA, SHILLONG, and ASSAM refer to three blocks which are assumed to be rigid. The residuals to the horizontal GPS, the InSAR, and leveling data are shown in
Figure S5. Electronic data of the coupling pattern are included in a supporting information (SI) ﬁle.

GPS data from the literature [Bettinelli et al., 2006; Calais et al., 2006; Socquet et al., 2006; Gan et al., 2007; Jade
et al., 2007; Banerjee et al., 2008; Mukul et al., 2010; Jade et al., 2011; Ponraj et al., 2011; Ader et al., 2012; Mahesh
et al., 2012; Gahalaut et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2013; Schiﬀman et al., 2013; Jade et al., 2014; Kundu et al., 2014;
Vernant et al., 2014]. All the data were expressed in the same International Terrestrial Reference Frame 2005.
Where the GPS were highly spurious (e.g., where there were three measurements at one station, and one of
the measurements greatly diﬀered, or if the GPS velocity visually stuck out from the overall pattern), perhaps
due to very local earthquakes , they were removed from the data set (see Data Set S1), or errors were doubled.
The GPS were then converted into the ﬁxed India reference frame using the pole of Ader et al. [2012]. The
details of GPS processing can be found within the relevant papers. For the coupling model, 39 continuous
stations and 174 campaign stations were used—those that were within 300 km of the fault trace (Figure S1).
Measurements at the same location were averaged and weighted according to their uncertainties.
2.2. Leveling and InSAR Data
The pattern of coupling on a megathrust is better resolved where constraints from vertical displacements are
available. Such constraints can be provided by leveling or InSAR measurements. We used leveling data from
the Survey of Nepal collected between 1977 and 1990 [Jackson and Bilham, 1994]. The Survey followed a road
through the Himalaya of central Nepal, and the location of the data can be seen in Figure S1. The uncertainties
on the leveling data are low with respect to those on the GPS vertical and help constrain well the pattern of
coupling locally [Ader et al., 2012].
We used the InSAR data from a swath over the Kali Gandaki area in central Nepal [Grandin et al., 2012] (Figure
S1). The radar images were acquired between 2003 and 2010. The InSAR data were downsampled uniformly
across the area by simply averaging nearby pixels to use 41 points in the inversion (Figure S1). These data,
which were not used by Ader et al. [2012], improve the resolution signiﬁcantly between 83∘ E and 84∘ E and
from near the fault trace to 29∘ N.
2.3. Microseismicity
The background crustal seismicity in the Himalaya is known to consist mainly of thrust events in the area
of stress buildup fringing the downdip end of the locked portion of the MHT [e.g., Cattin and Avouac, 2000;
Bollinger et al., 2004]. As such, these data can be used to help constrain interseismic coupling on the MHT.
Within Nepal, earthquakes were taken from a relocated catalog of the National Seismological Centre (NSC),
recorded between 1995 and 2001 (0.8 < M < 5.5) [Ader et al., 2012; Rajaure et al., 2013]. Between 77∘ and 81∘ E,
seismicity from a second relocated catalog, recorded between April 2005 and June 2008, was used (1 < M < 5)
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[Mahesh et al., 2013]. Elsewhere, we used the NEIC catalog from 1964 to 2014 (4 < M < 7.7). Earthquakes from
areas of active rifts in southern Tibet and events deeper than the Moho were removed from the catalogue so
that only the crustal seismicity presumably associated to stress buildup on the MHT was kept.
2.4. Long-Term Shortening Rate Estimates on the MHT
The long-term shortening rate on the MHT has now been estimated at a number of locations along the
Himalayan front from geomorphic and geological studies (Table S1). These data are used in this study for
comparison to the long-term shortening rates on the MHT determined from the modeling of the geodetic
data. In the Northwestern Himalaya, geomorphic studies of oﬀset terraces give long-term shortening rates
of 11–14 mm/yr [Thakur et al., 2014; Parkash et al., 2011; Wesnousky et al., 1999]. In Nepal, geomorphic and
structural studies give rates of 18–21 mm/yr [Lavé and Avouac, 2000; Bollinger et al., 2014; Mugnier et al.,
2004]. At the eastern end of the Himlayan range, further geomorphic studies give similar shortening rates of
20–23 mm/yr [Burgess et al., 2012; Berthet et al., 2014].

3. Methods
We follow the method of Ader et al. [2012] but extend the model from just Nepal to the whole Himalayan
range. As well as considering a larger area, an additional data set within Nepal (InSAR) and the wealth of GPS
data now available elsewhere, we also modify the modeling technique to incorporate the microseismicity
information. We invert the GPS, leveling, and InSAR data using the backslip approach [Savage, 1983] to solve
for the long-term velocities and the pattern of coupling on the MHT. The slip deﬁcit (which gives the pattern
of coupling) and long-term slip rates computed from the Euler poles describing long-term block motions are
summed together to model the GPS motions. The method assumes that interseismic surface strain is entirely
elastic deformation driven by the pattern of creep on the MHT. This assumption is tested later by comparing GPS-derived horizontal shortening rate (calculated from the slip rate on the fault plane and its dip) with
geomorphic/geological shortening rates.
We consider the total length of the arc, roughly 2000 km, from 73∘ E to 96∘ E. Due to the arcuate shape, we
simplify the fault geometry (based on Styron et al. [2010]) into ﬁve planar subfaults (Figure S2). To allow
for previously seen along-strike variations of the shortening rate across the range [e.g., Jouanne et al., 2004;
Schiﬀman et al., 2013; Vernant et al., 2014], we divide the arc into six diﬀerent sections (Figure S2). We calculate the best ﬁtting shortening rate within each of them. The boundaries of these sections were picked where
the GPS appeared to change most and to coincide with the main extensional grabens in Southern Tibet and
across the arc [Gan et al., 2007; Kundu et al., 2014; Hurtado et al., 2001] (Figure S2). Slip on the MHT is allowed
to happen in the strike-slip and dip-slip directions. We have taken the role of extension in a simpliﬁed way by
assuming it is homogeneously distributed (as also assumed in Ader et al. [2012]).
The assumption of a rigid-Indian plate breaks down around the eastern end of the Himalayan arc where there
is evidence for internal deformation [Vernant et al., 2014]. To account for this deformation, we consider two
blocks south of the eastern Himalaya (Figure 2), the easternmost one being the Assam block, and the other
the Shillong block. The inversion solves for the poles of rotation of these two blocks with respect to India, as
well as the long-term velocity on the MHT and the coupling pattern.
The fault is discretized into 2057 patches (17 downdip and 121 along strike, with dimensions roughly
15 × 17 km). The dip angle is set to 10∘ as in previous studies [Ader et al., 2012; Jouanne et al., 2004]. Note that
the fault geometry is idealized as it does not need to present the real ramp-and-ﬂats geometry of the fault
where it is locked [Vergne et al., 2001]. The elastostatic Green’s functions relating unit slip on each patch to
surface displacements at the data locations are computed using Okada’s solution [Okada, 1985]. We assume
an elastic half-space with Poisson coeﬃcient of 0.25. The modeling is independent of the shear modulus. We
take a value of 30 GPa to estimate moment from slip potency. The back slip azimuth is assumed equal to
the azimuth of the long-term slip rate predicted by the Euler poles describing the rigid block motion of the
various blocks. For each patch, the degree of interseismic coupling (i.e., locking) is found from the ratio of
the slip deﬁcit rate to the long-term slip rate. A value of 0 implies the fault patch is entirely creeping at the
long-term slip rate, and a value of 1 implies that it is fully locked. Figure S2 shows the model setup.
We solve the equation
d = GM
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Figure 2. (a) The same coupling model as in Figure 1, with the location of seismicity used to regulate the Laplacian smoothing. Seismicity within Nepal is
from an NSC catalog [Ader et al., 2012; Rajaure et al., 2013] seismicity between roughly 77∘ E and 81∘ E is from Mahesh et al. [2013], and the remainder is from
NEIC. The modeled fault is outlined in black. (b) Shear stress accumulation rate on the fault plane, calculated from the coupling pattern, overlain by the same
microseismicity as in Figure 2a, here shown as white dots. Electronic data of the stress rate pattern are included in an SI ﬁle. (c) Probability distribution function
of the total moment buildup rate per year. Dashed lines show 1 standard deviation.

where d = data vector of 611 parameters, G = Green’s function matrix (using Okada [1985]), and m = unknown
parameters we want to solve for (slip rates on 2057 fault patches, long-term velocities in six sections and two
poles of rotation (for each of the two eastern blocks)).
Because the inversion is ill posed, as the number of parameters exceeds the number of data points, we regularize the inversion by penalizing the roughness of the slip distribution. In practice, we minimize the Laplacian
of the slip distribution. As in Ader et al. [2012], the weight put on the Laplacian is adjusted according to the
resolution on each path, and 3 times stronger in the along-strike direction than downdip, as we expect there
to be rapid variations along dip, but less rapid variations along strike. The resolution is calculated using the
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse matrix [Aster et al., 2013]. We calculate the correlation of each patch with its
neighbors and then weight each line of the Laplacian matrix by the decimal logarithm of the resolution size
on the corresponding patch. The Laplacian is also regulated using the microseismicity information. We use
the fact that microseismicity seems to follow areas with a large gradient of coupling (the downdip edge of
the locked fault zone) where stress buildup is maximum [Cattin and Avouac, 2000; Bollinger et al., 2004]. To
encourage gradients of coupling to locate in areas of higher seismicity, the weighting on the Laplacian is
reduced there. In practice the weight is inversely proportional to the number of events in that patch to the
power of a third.
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Figure 3. Shortening rate across the Himalayas from the results of this study (red) and geomorphic studies (blue).
Geomorphic data from west to east are from Thakur et al. [2014], Wesnousky et al. [1999], Parkash et al. [2011], Mugnier
et al. [2004], Lavé and Avouac [2000], Bollinger et al. [2014], Berthet et al. [2014], and Burgess et al. [2012].
Inset shows the probability that the average modeled long-term GPS velocities exceed the average velocities from
geomorphic studies by diﬀerent amounts.

The shape of the arc and extension in the Tibetan plateau causes a strike-slip component to appear at the
downdip end of the modeled fault, 230–250 km north from the surface trace, which is an artifact of the model.
To reduce this eﬀect, we minimize the coupling at the downdip end, while elsewhere strike-slip motion is
allowed freely.

Figure 4. Focal mechanisms from the CMT catalog. Blue arrows show the direction of the slip vectors, i.e., the movement
of the hanging wall. Red arrows show the direction of the long-term velocity vectors calculated in this study (in the
ﬁxed-Indian reference frame of Ader et al. [2012]). The dashed black lines show the boundaries between the diﬀerent
regions for which long-term velocities were calculated for. The thick black line shows the surface trace of the MHT, and
the grey lines show country borders.
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As in Ader et al. [2012] we determine the distribution of back slip on the fault by minimizing the chi-square
criterion
−1∕2

𝜒 2 (m) =∥ Cd

(Gm − d) ∥2 +𝜆 ∥ 𝚲m ∥2 +𝜇 ∥ Id m ∥2 ,

(2)

where Cd is the data covariance matrix, 𝚲 is the Laplacian matrix, Id is the matrix which gives the slip at depth
when multiplied by m, and 𝜆 and 𝜇 are weights on the constraints. We use 𝜆 = 1.1 and 𝜇 = 0.01 to penalize
the strike-slip component at depth, with 𝜇 = 0 elsewhere than along the downdip end of the fault. The data
sets are weighted equally, as the reduced chi-square calculated from the misﬁt between the observations and
model prediction is similar for them all. After the inversion, we constrain the interseismic coupling value to lie
between 0 and 1 by simply thresholding values above 1 and less than 0. Before the constraint, roughly 15%
of the data lie outside of the permitted 0–1 range. Both the strike-slip and dip-slip components of each fault
element and long-term velocities are used in the coupling calculation. We have not tested for the eﬀect of
earth sphericity, which we assume to be small as the strain signal is always dominated by local gradients of
coupling. For a more detailed description of the method, see Ader et al. [2012].

4. Results and Discussion
4.1. The Coupling Pattern and Long-Term Shortening Rates
The pattern of coupling and long-term slip rates on the MHT corresponding to our best ﬁtting model is shown
in Figure 1. The reduced chi-square is 2.84, suggesting that some of the signal is not explained by the model’s
assumptions or that uncertainties are slightly underestimated. This model explains 92% of the data variance.
Long-term velocities are found to be about 18–20 mm/yr across most of the arc, decreasing in the west to
about 13 mm/yr (Figure 1).
The poles of rotation of the Assam and Shillong crustal blocks are listed in Table S2. The poles agree with those
found by Vernant et al. [2014] for similar blocks, although the rotation rate for the Shillong block is about 50%
lower in our solution. This may be due to the diﬀerence of block geometry or the trade-oﬀ with long-term
velocities. Imposing the Euler poles of Vernant et al. [2014] does not alter the results signiﬁcantly (Figure S3).
The ﬁt to the data changes depending on the regularization and the weight put on by the smoothing. Using
the microseismicity to regulate the Laplacian, as in Figure 1, the reduced chi-square calculated from only the
misﬁt between the observations and model prediction is 3.09, only 8% larger than the value of 2.84 obtained
with a homogenous (though still weighted by data resolution) Laplacian. Figure S4 shows an inversion with
the same parameters but not using the microseismicity to regulate the Laplacian. The diﬀerence between
the two models is modest. The main diﬀerence is that where the sensitivity of the geodetic data is low, the
downdip end of the locked fault zone in the model of Figure 1 coincides better with the zone of microseismic
activity (Figure 2) than the model with homogeneous Laplacian weighting (Figure S4).
No systematic residuals are found (Figure S5), though larger residuals can be seen in the very east where the
resolution is poorest (Figure S6). In places of low resolution, microseismicity helps in resolving the location of
the downdip transition from locked to creeping.
The coupling pattern in Figure 1, the best ﬁt to all the available data, shows that the fault is locked along
its length to roughly 100 km downdip from the surface. The locking is nearly binary, as in there is a sharp
transition between the locked and creeping zones. One exception is the very western end, where the fault
appears to be locked to a much wider width, and the transition is more diﬀuse. This could be due to a more
distributed zone of deformation in that part of the Himalaya [Thakur et al., 2014] or the sparsity of GPS data. The
lower coupling at the eastern end could be a reﬂection of lack of data in the area, and the complexity of local
tectonics. Overall, the coupling pattern shows very little along-strike variation. This is much diﬀerent from the
heterogeneous pattern of coupling observed at subduction zones (see Avouac [2015], for a review), though
similar to the ﬁndings of Cheloni et al. [2014] who ﬁnd a uniform pattern of coupling along the southern front
of the Alps.
The lack of creep, and the fairly homogenous coupling pattern in the 0–20 km seismogenic depth range,
suggests that there are no obvious aseismic barriers that would arrest seismic ruptures.
Figure 2 conﬁrms that background seismicity generally falls in the area of interseismic stress buildup. The
correspondence is especially clear where the catalogs have been relocated, between about 77∘ E and 88∘ E.
The correspondence of seismicity and the downdip edge of the locked zone has also been observed for the
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southern front of the Alps [Cheloni et al., 2014]. As expected, the model that does not use the seismicity to regulate the Laplacian does not have such quite good correlation, though it is still notable (Figure S4). Noteworthy
is the fact that the relocated catalogue of Mahesh et al. [2013] which extends from 77∘ E and 81∘ E follows
the downdip edge of the locked fall zone quite well also in the model of Figure S4 where we have not used
the seismicity to weight the Laplacian smoothing. This observation conﬁrms the correlation already noted
for Nepal [Cattin and Avouac, 2000; Bollinger et al., 2004; Ader et al., 2012]. It is thus probably valid to assume
that this correlation holds for the whole Himalayan arc. This suggests that if microseismicity elsewhere was
better relocated, it would fall in a more compact area around the transition zone and help constrain better
the coupling pattern.
4.2. Evidence That Interseismic Strain Is Primarily Elastic and Stationary
To test the assumption of elasticity, we compare estimates of long-term slip rates from geomorphic and
structural studies to our geodetic estimates (Figure 3 and Table S1). The close correspondence suggests that
most of the interseismic deformation is elastic. If a signiﬁcant amount of deformation were permanent, the
long-term convergence rate predicted by the geodetic data would be higher than the convergence rate found
at the surface trace of the MHT. We see this happen outside of uncertainties only at one point, in the western
Himalaya. This conﬁrms the assumption that strain rate is elastic, geodetic convergence rates must vary little
with time, and that anelastic strain of the upper crust in the interseismic period is small. Taking the geological
and geodetic rates and associated uncertainties at face value, we can estimate the possible amount of geodetic shortening in excess of the geological rate that could reﬂect anelastic strain (Figure 3). After averaging the
data, we ﬁnd that the probability that anelastic interseimic convergence rate exceeds 2 mm/yr (hence about
10% of the geodetic shortening) is only 30%.
Figure 4 shows that the azimuth of slip during thrust events along the Himalayan arc is closely parallel to
the azimuth of the long-term convergence determined from geodesy. This observation also indicates that
interseismic strain is probably spatially stationary with time.
From the coupling pattern, the uplift rates can be calculated and then compared with the current topography
(Figure 5). The close similarity in map view is striking, including detailed features such as the embayment
of the arc at 82∘ E, and the kink in the western end. As was inferred earlier from the colocation of the bulge
of interseismic uplift with the front of the High Himalaya [Bilham et al., 1997; Meade, 2010], this correlation
suggests that some fraction of the interseismic geodetic strain, albeit small as discussed above, is actually
anelastic and contributes to topographic uplift in the long run. The main control on uplift rate might be the
geometry of the MHT, rather than the precipitation pattern, as also concluded by Godard et al. [2006]. In fact,
the building of the topography in the long term also probably result from ramp overthrusting [Pandey et al.,
1995; Lavé and Avouac, 2001; Cattin and Avouac, 2000; Herman et al., 2010; Grandin et al., 2012]. This mechanism
cannot be assessed based on measurements of interseismic strain only, as if the ramp is within the locked
domain it is undetectable. Only creeping patches, whether on the MHT or elsewhere, would contribute.
In the central Himalaya, where the coupling boundary is sharp, the uplift rate change is sharp, and this corresponds well with the steep topographic front. This downdip variation of coupling is possibly of thermal origin.
The transition zone between locked and creeping coincides approximately with where the MHT intersects
the 350∘ C isotherm (determined by Herman et al. [2010]). Slip is expected to be stable at higher temperature
for quartzofeldspathic rocks based on laboratory measurements [Blanpied et al., 1995]. Fluids released from
metamorphic reactions could also play a role in favoring the transition to aseismic creep [Avouac, 2003]. In the
east and the west, the coupling change occurs over a greater downdip distance, which reﬂects in the modeled uplift rate, and this is also seen in the topography. See Figure S7 for cross sections of the modeled uplift
rate and topography. The close correlation of interseismic uplift with topography is another indication that
the coupling pattern is probably stationary through time.
4.3. Seismic Moment Buildup Rate
The long-term velocities and coupling pattern can be used to calculate the seismic moment buildup rate. Here
we adopt the conservative hypothesis that all of the interseismic surface strain is elastic. This can be seen in
Figure 2c, with a most likely rate of 15.1±1.1×1019 N m/yr. This quantity is estimated from the area of the fault
plane and the calculated slip on each patch. The standard deviation (shown as dashed black lines on Figure 2c)
is estimated by Monte Carlo simulation of 10,000 diﬀerent distributions of patch velocities, calculated from
the best ﬁtting patch velocity, the covariance matrix and the chi squared ﬁt.
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Figure 5. Comparison of topography with uplift rate. (a) Topography. Black lines show location of topographic and uplift rate proﬁles shown in Figure S7. (b)
Uplift rates calculated from the coupling pattern. (c) Correlation of topography with uplift rate, R value 0.78.

5. Conclusions
All along the Himalayan arc the MHT appears to be fairly uniformly locked from the surface to beneath the
front of the high range over a width of 100 ± 20 km, except in the far west where it extends to about 150 km.
We see only modest variations of the geometry of the lower edge of the locked zone, which also reﬂects in the
seismicity and topography. We see no resolvable aseismic barriers that could aﬀect seismic ruptures, so if the
seismic activity of the Himalaya is segmented, the cause for the segmentation would have to be of another
origin. We can imagine an earthquake nucleating at any point along the arc and rupturing for a signiﬁcant
distance. In this context, zones of lower stress due to past earthquakes or geometric complexities would be
the main factors contributing to the arrest of seismic ruptures along strike.
The amount of anelastic deformation in the interseismic period has to be small given the consistency of
geodetic slip rate on the MHT calculated here, with range front velocities determined from geological studies; the creep rate at depth is transferred to the surface trace of the fault requiring interseismic deformation
of the overhanging thrust sheet to be mostly recovered during slip events on the locked portion of the MHT.
However, because of the correlation between interseismic uplift rates and the topography, the anelastic deformation cannot be null. From the general agreement between geodetic and geological rates, we ﬁnd the
fraction of anelastic deformation is up to 10% at the 70% conﬁdence level.
The variations of the downdip edge of the locked zone are consistent with geodesy, seismicity, and topography. Evidence for the stationarity of slip rates and interseismic coupling through time comes from three
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sources: (1) the correlation of geomorphic and GPS studies, (2) the correspondence of topography and uplift,
and (3) the consistency of earthquake thrust vectors with GPS velocities. This study provides constraints on
the rate of accumulation of seismic moment which needs to be released by transient slip events on the MHT.
The results from this study can be used to constrain the probable location, frequency, and magnitude of large
earthquakes in the Himalaya based on a slip budget approach. This analysis is left for a subsequent study.
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